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ideas through internet
“What if…? Cities” is an installation 
made for the exhibition “Green Archi-
tecture for the Future” in Louisiana 
Museum of Modern Art (29 May - 18 December 
2009) and it was designed to be a plat-
form for the people to share informa-
tion and act together for the future 

of cities.
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videos connected with red drawings on the floor

updated ideas from all over the world through internet 
(the devices are wifi digital picture frames)



WhatIfCities.com

videos connected with red drawings on the floor
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Including these 3 videos of projects, 13 screens are installed in the 
exhibition space to show introduction, current situation (red animations 
below), ideas from the world (live updated ideas through internet, http://www.flickr.com/pho-
tos/38081051@N04/) and examples of idea from Ecosistema Urbano. 

If you are interested in these 13 videos all made by me, please visit 
whatifcities.com

As you can see from pictures, all drawings and videos are in RED or BLUE, and these 
colors represent, Current Condition (Red) and Ideas for the future (Blue). Red drawings 
of current situation start growing from the floor to the wall and blue drawings of new 
ideas extend from the ceiling to the same wall; 2 colors, current situation and ideas, 
meet on the main wall. The wall represents possible future of cities, and videos of 
projects by Ecosistema Urbano were placed on the wall as examples. 

The installation has been successful with many visitors and supporting 
comments on various media, and now, we are invited for new exhibitions 
and workshops of “what if…? Cities” from some cities in Europe. The proj-
ect “what if…? Cities” will be continued.

“what if” ideas from Ecosistema Urbano

Animation illustrate current situation of cities by data visualization and 
the numbers on the animations keep changing according to the statistics.

Videos of ideas and realized projects 
from Ecosistema Urbano


